


track captures the unique improvisational result recorded on that particular day. In this
case it was the first and only take. ln contrast, Rewind, Externolly Rorefied, lnternally
Rarefied and Rewound are slightly adapted variations of recordings of longer
improvisational pieces performed by the quartet. With these works - alone in my studio
listening and honing a few of the musical ideas in ways we could not have done in a live
setting - I was able to preserve the freshness, structure, sparkle and excitement of the
dialogic performances. ln Pulsar 1 (piccolos) and Pulsor 2 (bass flutes) - the "bookends"
of the album - I improvised while listening back to the tracks, creating interweaving
parts in real-time.

lmprovisation is an opportunity to playfully incorporate chance and curiosity.
lmprovisation demands a respect for the moment, the exhilarating "now". On the spot
decisions are made, generating an energy that I find essential for creating original
music. During a live performance of improvisation there are no "mistakes"; part of the
improviser's skill is in constantly using (and reusing) the sonic material being offered in

such a way that any intentional or unintentional sounds create a very specific piece of
music. And this is all done in real-time. A player, setting aside all ego, must deeply
listen, letting the music guide the improviser not the other way around. Surprise is

welcome. So, while lmay enter into a piece with a particular idea, the end result is

usually very different. But by now, in music as in life, I am quite accustomed to
expecting the unexpected.

-Jane Rigler

INSIGHTS BY ROBERT DICK

Although Jane Rigler is known for her extraordinary flute playing, especially in the
realm of extended techniques - and I have been asked to write these notes because of
our deep affinities as composer-performer flutists - what moves me most on listening
to Rorefactions is that this music is truly not about the flute. What, then, is the music



about? How does one put into words that which so effortlessly fuses so many complex

streams.

A few words to begin - intuition, trust, empathy, humility.
lntuition. lf levels of consciousness can be likened to the branes of the multiverse

posited by physicists - infinite realities existing in parallel - we have a start by

describing from where and how improvised music originates. Unlike the multiverse (at

least as this layperson understands it), parallel levels of consciousness (the minds of
individual musicians) are not always separate as the individual universes are thought to
be, but they connect in ways that defy language. And thus, in non-verbal, non-
systematic modes, Jane Rigler and her marvelous colleagues-Janet Feder, Shoko Nagai,

and Satoshi Takeishi - create astonishingly powerful emotional material through which
a unique logic emerges.

Jane's trust in her music brings her to the place where she is free of the need to
make display of her very considerable instrumental prowess. We present-day stewards

of the ancient tradition of flute playing know the expectations and presuppositions that
come with the word/ute. We also know why those expectations are there, as the flute
lends itself to songful melodies and high velocity flight. This isn't to say there hasn't
been, or won't be more, great music made along those lines by flutists past, present
and future. But instruments are just instruments. People make music. ln the music here,
instruments are used as they should be, as conduits of expression and not ends unto
themselves. Trust in the music also means not worrying about how instruments
"should" sound. That a piccolo can serve as a drone or a flute be used as a drum simply
is taken for granted by Jane as the needs of the music are answered in the playing.

Trust extends to we listeners as well-trust that we will gladly give our attention
without the need to be overtly or covertly "hooked" or "sold to", or ripped way from a

preferred state in which we'd rather be. Jane's trust is that we will wontto listen.

The personal world of Jane Rigler's music is a subtle, powerful place characterized

by quiet streams of sound that bear rich currents of emotion-a soundworld where the



interior beating in tones isn't incidental, but gripping. Butoh, the Japanese

theatrical dance form, comes to mind, where motion is extremely slow, yet if
one turns away for even a second or two, there is a feeling of having missed
something vital. This soundworld draws in the listener with multiple layers of
emotional current, as powerful for what isn't overtly said as for what is.

lntense involvement isn't optional.
The ensemble playing on Rarefoctions reflects an empathy that is, for all

intents and purposes, telepathic. Several generations of improvisers have
involved themselves in broadening personal tlmbral vocabularies. Janet Feder,

Shoko Nagai, and Satoshi Takeishi, like Jane Rigler, are masters of timbral
overlap. As can happen when such improvisers meet, there are many
moments when it isn't really possible to tell who is playing what. When
improvisation of this nature is an "almost", the game of identifying the source

of sound can be the point of interest. On Rorefoctiong exactly identifying who
is playing what becomes irrelevant.

And tothe last of the words: humility. With trust in the music itsell in the
process of mutual musical creation, with intuitive, empathetic communication,
the people making music here have the humility to know that it's all about the
music. ln a way similar to how they use their instruments as conduits of
expression, they are conduits themselves. And that humility makes the musical

and emotional truths undeniable, and it's why this music is so deeply, quietly,

beautifully, powerfully, moving.
Rarefoctions is extraordinary. lt was well worth the wait for this, Jane

Rigler's debut album as a composer.
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